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The frame structure is made of high quality cold-rolled steel plate. The front and rear revolving doors 
can be made of high quality cold-rolled steel plate or wood. The high quality density board on the 
desktop is pasted with high pressure refractory plate.

• According to the requirements of the matching control system to achieve sound and light, 

lifting and other synchronous alarm cooperation, powerful installed space in the cabinet, 

with the lifting of the wiring chain, encircling multi-screen display bracket, perfect peripheral 

supporting, to meet your personalized needs.

• Dc silent lifting column, using hall induction to ensure the synchronous control of multiple 

lifting columns, standard anti-pinch function design, can achieve resistance back, ensure 

safe use

• Can support a variety of mobile terminal lifting scheme design, can change the layout, mul-

tipoint location memory function, easy to control the working state, relieve your work fatigue.

WT-CONTROL ROOM SOLUTION
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 FUNCTION

Interface

 HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

Electric elevations are ergonomically designed to keep you active, healthy, and productive at work. 
When needed, shift between sitting and standing to create a desk that is comfortable to work in.
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EQUIPMENT VENTILATION MANAGEMENT
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The ventilation airflow is arranged to enter from the bottom of the console. After the internal natural 
circulation, loose air holes are designed on the front and rear door panels on the upper part of the 
bottom cabinet according to the exchange principle of airflow, so as to achieve a good cooling effect. 
When the heating is large, axial flow silent fans can be added as required to ensure the cooling require-
ments of the equipment.
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 SLIDING KEYBOARD TRAY
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High strength quiet guide rail is adopted to ensure free pull and pull. Soft foam is adopted for the 
hand pillow, which can effectively relieve working fatigue. The surface texture of imitation leather 
improves the product grade
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 CONSOLES-E
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 MEETING TABLE WITHOUT BOTTOM CABINET
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Tech. info.:
• Metal base/Frame and legs . •Worktop/worksurface:25mm thick laminated finish with Polyurethane  
  edging
• Metal base(under the doors) with ventilation hole Cut-out for 3x desktop socket
• With wire management system (cable tray)for power and data
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 PACKAGING AND INSTALLATION
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1000 N. West St. Suite 1200, Wilmington, DE 19801, United States of America
T: +1 302.295.5047 F: +1 302.295.4801

www.wavextouch.com

1. Packaging
   - Packing in environmentally-friendly wooden case, export grade, strong and recyclable

2. Installation
   - Modular design, easy to install, and provides detailed installation drawings and online                        i
      instructions

3. Warranty
   - Main frame-10 years
   - Worktop- 3 years
   - Other optional parts 1-3 years, subject to the official statement of our company
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